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1. IntrodutionProponents of the free market system have argued that a free apital market an safeguardinvestors and onstrain managerial expropriation beause investors an instantly move ap-ital away from under-performing �rms. However, the failures of large orporations suh asEnron, �nanial institutions suh as Lehman Brothers and the large audit �rm of ArthurAndersen in the last deade have shown the need for strong internal governane systemsto omplement the market. Further, these failures not only adversely a�et investors inthose �rms but the eonomy as a whole. This realization has prompted regulators, ating1



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation2 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.in publi interest, to regulate the design of governane mehanisms within �rms to preventexpropriation by managers. A ase in point is the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley At of2002 that seeks to strengthen the internal governane mehanism in listed �rms by requir-ing audit ommittees that are omprised solely of independent diretors; holds CEOs andCFOs diretly responsible for the e�etiveness of internal ontrol and veraity of �nanialstatements; and forbids auditors from o�ering several non-audit servies that might impairtheir independene in auditing. These governane systems are meant to strengthen theoversight of managerial deisions and ations so that managers are deterred from expro-priating invested resoures. The e�etiveness of internal governane depends ritially onwhether most managers strategially determine their expropriation based on its wealthe�ets or have di�erent psyhi osts and/or other-regarding preferenes whih drive theirations irrespetive of the wealth e�ets. Even if they respond strategially, internal gover-nane's overall e�et ombines both its e�et on the intention of managers to expropriate(deterrene e�et) and its e�etiveness in deteting and orreting suh expropriation.Managers an expropriate investor wealth in several ways: (i) perquisite onsumption;(ii) reduing produtive e�ort and shirking; (iii) empire building that gives them moreluxury and soial reognition and (iv) engaging in related party transations that ould,for example transfer assets from the publily listed �rm to a privately owned �rm (Leuz etal. 2003). Suh expropriation is partly restrained by the apital market wherein investorsseek highest risk-adjusted returns by moving apital away from under-performing �rms(Holmstrom and Kaplan 2001, Denis and MConnell 2003).1 Supplementing the apital-market-based external governane, investors deploy internal governane by eleting inde-pendent boards that exerise oversight on managers' ations and engage (through the auditommittee of the board) external auditors who verify �nanial statements, assess inter-nal ontrol systems and provide opinions on them (Klein 2002a,b, Beker et al. 1998). In1However, ontrol over the movement of apital ould be ompromised by greenmail, poison pillsand other anti-takeover mehanisms leading to entrenhed managers (Ekbo 1990, Kosnik 1987,Shleifer and Vishny 1986, Dann and De Angelo 1983, Cohran et al. 1985, Knoeber 1986, Lambert et al.1985, Malatesta and Walkling 1988, Ryngaert 1988, Sundaramurthy 2000).



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 3the fae of failures of market-based governane experiened in the last deade, internalgovernane has gained inreasing reognition as the primary means of restraining expropri-ations by managers and in turn, has prompted regulators to lay down the minimum levelof internal governane in �rms. Therefore, the e�et of internal governane, either hosenby investors or regulated externally, on managers' intention to expropriate have beomeimportant researh questions.We use a ontrolled laboratory setting to experimentally examine two issues. First, weexamine whether managers' ations ould be best explained as strategi or innate behav-ioral response to expropriation opportunities. Seond, we examine the deterrene e�et ofinternal governane (IG) on manager's intention to expropriate. Our use of experimentalsetting is motivated by the following onsiderations. First, managers' intention to expro-priate annot be observed and reorded for empirial analysis. Seond, arhival studies arelimited in their ability to manipulate governane variables in a ontrolled manner and inisolating ontexts in whih their e�ets ould be investigated. For example, we are ablein an experimental setting to introdue a monitoring system that detets and orretsexpropriations but does not expliitly penalize the manager for expropriations. By avoid-ing expliit penalty, we an assess the e�et of apital market on the manager's intentionto expropriate. In a real life setting, it is ine�ient to have a monitoring system withoutsuh an expliit penalty. Therefore, in real life situations, any expropriations that the man-ager arries out are hidden exept in some speial ases where further legal investigationmight reveal it partly. This near-absene of empirial data on expropriations has limitedthe ability of empirial studies to examine expropriating behavior in a orporate setting.Theoretially, if there are no behavioral di�erenes between managers and they exhibitunbounded rationality, there are only two possible mutually exlusive equilibria. Underthese assumptions, managers an determine the expeted osts of expropriation perfetlyand if the bene�ts of expropriating in any period exeed the expeted osts, all managersexpropriate as muh as possible. The investors rationally antiipate this behavior and



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation4 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.redue their investments to zero in that period. Alternately, if the osts of expropriationare more than the bene�ts, no manager will expropriate and antiipating this, investorswill be fully invested in the �rms. There will be no reason for investors to move apital fromone �rm to the other. However, a relaxation of either one of the above two assumptionsould lead to equilibria in whih expropriating and non-expropriating managers o-exist.We ould relax the homogeneity assumption and allow for managers who might not be alikein their psyhi osts of expropriation or in their soial preferenes towards investors, i.e.settings where there are inherent behavioral di�erenes between managers. Alternatively,managers may di�er in their bounded rationality or disount rate for future payo�s. In thisase we ould lassify them as being either myopi or patient, where the myopi (patient)managers strategially evaluate the bene�ts of urrent expropriation to be higher (lower)than the expeted future osts. In all of these settings, it is possible to have an equilibriumin whih managers who expropriate o-exist with those who do not. For our experiment weassume that mangers ould respond di�erently, beause of either strategi or behavioraldi�erenes.Our experiment runs over three periods with a number of sub-periods within eah period.We �nd that the level of IG does not in�uene managers who beome bankrupt by losingall apital from investors at the end of the �rst period (denoted as non-surviving managers,NSM). We �nd that the surviving managers (SM) redue their seond period expropriationompared to period one, but expropriate signi�antly more in the last (third) period,suggesting that their relative non-expropriation in the �rst and seond periods is driven bystrategi onsiderations, i.e. investors hoose internal governane levels juxtaposed upondi�erential time preferene.2 We also �nd that the intended expropriation rate (IER) isnot a�eted by the internal governane level hosen by investors for both SMs and NSMs.This is onsistent with the lak of deterrene e�et from higher internal governane level.2Note that in our experimental design there is no role for atual di�erenes in time preferene to a�etbehavior, sine earnings are realized at the same time for all partiipants. However time preferene apturesthe oneptually equivalent preferene regarding unertain payo�s over future periods in our experiment.



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 5However, testing with a �xed IG level shows that for both SMs and NSMs, the IER islower in the �xed non-zero IG level than in the zero-IG level. This result shows that whenregulators exogenously hoose the internal governane levels, it has a deterrene e�et onmanagers.These �ndings have poliy impliations in distinguishing between those aspets of IGthat deserve greater emphasis from those that do not. For example, sreening out man-agers based on their inherent potential for expropriating behavior might not be e�etiveper se beause the expropriation is driven by strategi onsiderations. Instead, governanemehanisms should fous on deteting expropriations with higher probability and possiblyattahing penalties for deteted expropriations. Regulators and investors should also re-ognize that mandating strong IG might or might not have the intended deterrene e�eton the intention to expropriate. Another impliation is that CEOs near retirement willhave a strong inentive to engage in expropriating behavior in the absene of a longer termbene�t from the �rm. This suggests that governane should allow for deferred ontingentompensation that extends beyond retirement.Next, we brie�y review related work in Setion 2. Setion 3 desribes the experimentand its design, followed by the results in Setion 4. The last setion onludes the paper.The experiment instrutions are provided in the e-ompanion to this paper.2. Related WorkReview of prior empirial literature suggests that managerial expropriation an be on-trolled partly by the market for orporate ontrol and partly by internal governane,whih inludes monitoring of managers' ations, hoies and reports through orporateboard struture and by external and internal auditing. The market for orporate on-trol onstrains managerial expropriations beause investors an impose osts on managerswho are under-performing either by taking over the �rm and hanging the management(Martin and MConnell 1991, Grossman and Hart 1988, Dahya and Powell 1998) or by



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation6 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.moving their investment elsewhere.3 Regarding the role of internal governane, prior stud-ies provide evidene that an e�etive board an limit managerial perquisites and privateontrol bene�ts (Mae 1978, Hermalin 2005, Callen and Falk 1993, Kosnik 1987). Exist-ing literature on boards doument that independent boards mitigate real earnings man-agement (Osma 2008) and monitor managers' ations, deisions and reporting throughexternal and internal auditors. Audit ommittee, a ommittee omprising of board mem-bers, hooses the �rm's external auditor and determines engagement terms and onditions(Rezaee and Turner 2006, Turley and Zaman 2007). Empirial evidene shows that inde-pendent, diligent and expert boards demand higher audit e�ort (Carello et al. 2002). Theboard also oversees internal auditors (Davidson et al. 2005, Sweeney and Vallario 2002,Harrington 2003) and ould improve monitoring of management ations through the inter-nal audit funtion.Although they provide valuable insights, these empirial studies are hampered by prob-lems of endogeneity and omitted variables. For example, empirial analysis annot unam-biguously di�erentiate between the following two hypotheses: (i) stronger internal gover-nane redues managerial expropriation; or (ii) �rms with low managerial expropriationhoose strong internal governane strutures. It is possible that managerial behavior mightbe the determinant rather than onsequene of governane (See Link et al. (2008) for anexamination of board struture determinants). On the other hand, in an experimental set-ting, we an vary the treatments and determine the diretion of the relationship. Priorexperimental literature is rare in this area but has been used in related areas. In an experi-mental study of managerial hoie between short term gains and long term ash �ows whenapital market pressure and dislosure frequeny are varied, Bhojraj and Libby (2005) pro-vide insights into the determinants of managerial myopia. Experimental investigations havebeen arried out on auditor independene in fat and appearane (Dopuh et al. 2003),3 In this ontext note that anti-takeover laws and �rm-level provisions suh as poison pills, goldenparahutes, blank heks and greenmail enable managers to expropriate resoures by restriting themarket for orporate ontrol (Bebhuk et al. 2004, 2002, Barnhart et al. 2000, Borokhovih et al. 1997,Mahoney and Mahoney 1993, Pound 1987).



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 7auditor retention and rotation (Dopuh et al. 2001), e�ets of low balling on audit qual-ity (Dopuh and King 1996), e�et of di�erent liability regimes on the demand for auditservies (Dopuh and King 1992) and the impat of non-audit servies on auditor indepen-dene (Dopuh et al. 1991). In an earlier experiment, Dopuh et al. (1989) examine howauditing ould redue moral hazard in a ontext with a buyer and a seller. Most of theseexperimental studies are one period studies that do not allow for ompetition among man-agers and investors in a multi-period ontext, sine they foused on topis that did notneessarily require suh a framework.The investment game was �rst studied experimentally by Berg et al. (1995), in orderto examine the degree of trust and reiproity between two subjets, who an be inter-preted as an investor and a manager. Numerous studies have subsequently used Berg et al.(1995) trust game to study the role of trust and trustworthiness in di�erent ontexts(see Güth et al. 1997, Ortmann et al. 2000, Gneezy et al. 2000, Buhan et al. 2008, amongothers). While these studies used a one-shot interation between a mathed pair of sub-jets, Cohard et al. (2004) allowed repeated interation between mathed pair of subjetsin order to study the evolution of trust in the ontext of a repeated investment game.In our study we are interested in how internal (through ostly monitoring) and external(through potential bankrupty) governane in�uene the degree of managerial expropria-tion of returns generated through investment. Aordingly, we modify the basi investmentgame in two important ways. One, we inorporate the presene of a ostly internal gover-nane proess allowing investors to detet with some probability managerial expropriationof returns. Seond, we introdue a multi-period investment proess whih allows for themovement of apital by investors aross managers in di�erent periods and thereby allowsthe build-up of managerial reputation.3. Experiment DesignAll partiipants were drawn randomly on a voluntary basis from graduate and undergrad-uate business students. The partiipants were ompensated for their earnings at the end of



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation8 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.eah session in ash. Eah session lasted for approximately 3 hours and subjets earned theequivalent of US $25 on average (inluding a �xed payment for partiipating) per session.Eah partiipant in a treatment is assigned one of two equally likely roles, Manager orInvestor, that remains the same over the ourse of the treatment. Eah treatment onsistsof three periods and eah period onsists of multiple sub-periods. Operationally τ denotesperiods and t denotes sub-periods within eah period (τ).At the beginning of the �rst period, eah investor is randomly mathed with a manager,where a manager ould be thought of as a ��rm� owned by the investor. Eah investoris provided with a one-time initial endowment (ω0). In every sub-period (t), an investordeides on the level of investment (It) with a manager, an amount less than or equal tothe total available amount. The investment yields a return α, where α ∈ [a, b] is a randomnormal variable haraterized by
αt(εt) = µα + εt; where εt ∼N(0, σ2

α
) and µα ∈ (0,1) (1)where, µα and σα re�et the expeted return and its standard deviation for any given levelof investment respetively. For an investment It , we de�ne Atual Cash Flow (ACF) as

ACFt(It, εt) = (1 +αt)It (2)Though the distribution of the returns is ommon knowledge, the ACF is privately observedby the manager. Subsequently, the manager reports a amount de�ned as Reported CashFlow (RCF) to the investor (RCF ≤ ACF ), where the di�erene between the ACF andRCF denotes the level of expropriation by the manager. Any non-invested amount withthe investor is assumed to give zero returns4. Manager's total payo� (φt) is given by:
φt = β ·RCFt +(ACFt −RCFt) (3)The �rst term in equation (3) is the diret ompensation paid out of the reported ash �ow,where β denotes the share of the reported earnings paid out as manager's ompensation54 The investor has the option of investing partly in a risk free asset with a return rt and partly with the�rm with an expeted return rt + µα . Assuming rt = 0 does not a�et the nature of the problem.5 In the experiment we use two values of β, 0.05 and 0.15. The value of β used in a partiular session wasknown to all subjets.



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 9and the seond term is the expropriated amount. The investor's payo� (νt) from investmentis given by
νt = (1−β)RCFt (4)The total amount (ψt) available to the investor to invest at the beginning of sub-period t,is given by

ψt = (ψt−1 − It−1) + (1−β)RCFt−1; where ψ0 = ω0 and It ≤ψt ∀ tDuring any sub-periods within a period, investors an invest their total ash holdingspartially or fully, but they are not allowed to swith managers. Starting from period two(τ = 2) eah investor is allowed to swith managers (�rms), but only at the beginning ofevery period (τ). Prior to their deision on hoie of manager at the beginning of periods2 and 3, investors an observe the previous periods' reported returns from all managers.This is similar to investors having aess to published �nanial reports of all �rms beforehoosing a �rm and the amount of investment.3.1. First PeriodThe �rst period (τ = 1) onsists of 6 investment sub-periods, t ∈ [1,6]. Eah investor israndomly mathed with a manager and the mathing remains in fore for the duration ofthis period. At the beginning of the period, eah investor is provided with an initial endow-ment (ω0) of 3000 units of experimental urreny units (ECU). The payo�s for investorsand managers are determined as desribed earlier and at the beginning of eah sub-period,the investor an partly or fully invest her total holdings with their manager.3.2. Seond PeriodSeond period (τ = 2) also onsists of six sub-periods. At the beginning of this period,�rst period investments and returns for eah manager (�rm) are revealed to all investors.Investors an ontinue to invest with the same manager or swith their investment toanother manager. This opens up the possibility of multiple investors hoosing the samemanager. It also opens up the possibility of a manager losing all investors. The manager



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation10 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.is said to be bankrupt if he/she does not attrat any investor. A bankrupt manager (�rm)does not partiipate in the rest of the treatment. Investors arry over to the seond periodtheir earnings from the end of the �rst period. The investment in a manager (�rm) is theumulative investment from all investors with that manager. The payo� for managers ineah sub-period of the seond period is determined in the same way as before. The payo�for investors is also determined as before, with the proviso that in ase of multiple investors,the reported ash �ows after paying o� manager's ompensation is shared in proportion toinvestment amounts.3.3. Third PeriodThis period (τ = 3) is idential to the seond period exept that the number of sub-periodsis deliberately kept unertain in order to mitigate the �end game e�et6 The partiipantsare however aware that this is the last period. Therefore, the data from this period is onlyused to test for the expeted presene of the �end game e�et.� However, the partiipantsare fully ompensated based on their earnings from all the three periods. The ECU's areonverted to Hong Kong dollars at the end of the session and ash is paid out.3.4. Internal Governane (IG)3.4.1. Variable Internal Governane Treatment In this treatment, before everysub-period in eah one of the three periods, investors make two deisions: the amountof investment and the level of internal governane. Internal governane is operationalized6 Even though the number of sub-periods in the third period is kept unertain, the subjets will have expe-tations about the end of the game. This leads to the possibility of a bakward indution equilibrium, i.e.one that would entail full expropriation by managers at every stage of the game and hene, no investmentto begin with. But evidene from our urrent experiment and previous experiments on games involvingbakward indution, e.g. alternating o�ers bargaining games (Binmore et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2002,Ohs and Roth 1989), entipede game (MKelvey and Palfrey 1992) and guessing games (Nagel 1995, Stahl1996, Ho et al. 1998, Nagel 1998) onsistently show players' deisions systematially violating bakwardindution based perfet equilibrium outomes. This has been attributed to `limited ognition' or `boundedrationality' on the part of agents (Camerer et al. 1993, Stahl 1996, Spiegel et al. 1994). Another lass ofbargaining game experiments where the outome is di�erent from the one ditated by bakward indu-tion are the ultimatum (Güth et al. 1982) and trust (Berg et al. 1995) games, but here soial preferenes(Fehr and Shmidt 1999, K®szegi and Rabin 2006, MKelvey and Palfrey 1995) and not `limited ognition'have been ommonly identi�ed as the reason behind the deviations from perfet equilibrium. Unlike thisexperiment, all the experiments ited above involved omplete information games. In our set-up agents haveinomplete information as investors hoose managers after every period whih leads to potential hanges intheir pairing during the ourse of the game. This imposes an additional ognitive hallenge to the subjet'sability to dedue the bakward indution outome.



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 11by the probability that omputer's monitoring proess disovers the ACF. In �rms withmultiple investors, eah investor submits his or her preferred level of internal governane.One of those submitted levels is hosen with a probability proportional to the ratio of herinvestment to the total investment in the �rm. The hosen level of internal governane(but not its result) is revealed to manager before he hooses to report the amount, RCF.One manager hooses RCF, the monitoring proess generates Audit Revealed Cash Flow(ARCF) that is equal to RCF if audit fails and equal to ACF if it sueeds. In other words,internal governane is either e�etive and prevents expropriation fully or is ine�etive andallows the full amount of intended expropriation7.Investor's hoie of governane level is denoted by κ ∈ [0,1] = Prob[ARCF = ACF℄.Choie of higher levels of governane entails higher osts resulting from more extensivemonitoring. The internal governane ost funtion is denoted by C(κ), where C(0) = 0and the marginal ost is positive and inreasing, i.e., C ′(κ) > 0 and C ′′(κ) > 0. Internalgovernane ost is modeled as a deadweight loss that is deduted from ACF before earningsare realized. Investor observes both ARCF and RCF. When they are equal, the investoris unable to dedue whether the manager did not intend to expropriate or whether hehas expropriated but the governane system has not deteted it. In ase where manager'sexpropriation gets revealed beause ARCF > RCF, he is penalized by being paid as aproportion of RCF8 and is required to �restate� his earnings to ARCF. Expressions for theexpeted values of ARCF and expeted payo�s to manager (E(φt)) and investor (E(νt))follow.
E(ARCFt) = κtACF +(1−κt)RCF (5)

E(φt) = κ(β.RCFt) + (1−κt) [(β.RCFt) + (ACFt −C(κt)−RCFt)]

= β.RCFt +(1−κt) (ACFt −C(κt)−RCFt)

(6)7 In real world, a monitoring mehanism is likely to be one whose output is the amount of expropriationwith an added noise omponent whose preision inreases with the level of the mehanism. Theoretiallythe audit mehanism we use is an equivalent of suh a monitoring mehanism.8 The amount of penalty is the expropriated amount plus redued pay beause RCF < ACF.
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E(νt) = κt (ACFt −β.RCFt −C(κt))+ (1−κt)(1−β)RCFt

= (1−β)RCFt +κt (ACFt −C(κt)−RCFt)

(7)In the above expressions, E(.) denotes the expeted value.3.4.2. Fixed Internal Governane Treatment This treatment is idential to thevariable internal governane treatment, exept that the investor does not exerise anyhoie over the internal governane level. The level of internal governane is exogenously�xed at 0.5 (i.e., κ= 0.5) throughout the treatment. Everything else, inluding the proessthrough whih ACF, RCF and ARCF gets generated, is the same as in the variable internalgovernane treatment.Table 1 provides the details for the independent ohorts per treatment and number ofsubjets per ohort. Table 1 Treatments and Subjets.Number of Subjets per CohortTreatment Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3 Cohort 4 TotalNo InternalGovernane 40 32 � � 72Fixed InternalGovernane 32 32 � � 64VariableInternalGovernane 40 32 32 32 136
4. ResultsTable 2 provides a summary of the de�nitions for the variables used in our design andanalysis. Table 3 provides the data averaged over sub-periods within eah period for thefollowing variables of interest: intendedand atual expropriation by managers; investmentrate and internal governane levels hosen by investors; and managers' and investors' pay-o�s from di�erent treatments and managerial bankrupty rate, in three ategories: (i) NoInternal Governane (IG level �xed at 0), (ii) Fixed Internal Governane (IG level �xed at



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 13Table 2 De�nition of Variables.Cash FlowVariables De�nitionACF Atual Cash Flow (net of audit ost)RCF Cash �ow reported by managersARCF Cash �ow revealed to the investors through the internal governane proessBEGCASH Investors total ash balane at the beginning of a sub-periodInternalGovernaneVariables De�nitionIG Internal GovernaneNo IG Treatment where there is no internal governane, i.e. exogenously �xed at 0Fixed IG Treatment where internal governane level is exogenously �xed at 0.5Variable IG Treatment where internal governane level is hosen by investorsDFixed Indiator variable for Fixed IG treatmentDVar Indiator variable for Variable IG treatmentIgovlev Level of internal governaneInvestorVariables De�nitionIrate Ratio of amount invested over the total amount available for investmentInvearn Ratio of investor earnings on ACFManagerVariables De�nitionIER Intended Expropriation Rate = (ACF-RCF)/ACFAER Atual Expropriation Rate = (ACF-ARCF)/ACFSM Surviving Managers, identi�ed as those who do not go bankrupt during any periodand therefore ontinue to manage their �rm in period 3NSM Managers who go bankrupt at the end of period 1DSM Indiator variable that takes a value of 1 if the manager is SM, 0 if the manager isNSMManearn Ratio of manager earnings on ACFOtherVariables De�nitionDBeta Indiator variable for high managerial ompensation where, β (high) = 0.15 and
β (low) = 0.05BKrate Bankrupty rate for managersDSeondpd Indiator variable for the seond period (τ = 2)DThirdpd Indiator variable for the third period (τ = 3)0.5) and (iii) Variable Internal Governane (IG level hosen by investors).In the �rst period, both expropriating and non-expropriating managers o-exist. Eahinvestor is randomly mathed with a manager at the beginning of the �rst period andontinues with that manager during all the six sub-periods in the �rst period. At the endof the �rst period, the performane of all managers are revealed to eah investor whenthey get the opportunity and information to swith investments among di�erent managers.The returns for expropriating managers are likely to be lower and suh managers are alsolikely to be exposed, eteris paribus. Investors are therefore likely to move their investments



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation14 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.Table 3 Aggregate Mean Data for All Treatments.No IG (n=536) Fixed IG (n=480) Variable IG (n=964)Period1 Period2 Period3 Period1 Period2 Period3 Period1 Period2 Period3Igovlev 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.62 0.49 0.72Irate 0.33 0.56 0.49 0.51 0.6 0.52 0.62 0.66 0.69IER 0.22 0.05 0.18 0.18 0.145 0.28 0.2 0.14 0.18AER 0.22 0.05 0.18 0.08 0.05 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.11Invearn 0.71 0.88 0.72 0.76 0.84 0.79 0.72 0.79 0.79Manearn 0.29 0.13 0.26 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.137 0.151 0.127BKrate na 0.64 0.75 na 0.65 0.78 na 0.56 0.66IG denotes internal governane. Refer to Table 2 for de�nition of all variables.away from expropriating managers to non-expropriating managers. As a result, in theseond period only those managers who did not exessively expropriate in the �rst periodsurvive. Therefore, internal governane level (Igovlev) needed to ontrol expropriation fallsin the seond period ompared to �rst, as an be seen from the Variable IG treatmentdata in Table 3. For similar reasons, investment rate (Irate) inreases in the seond periodompared to the �rst for all treatments. From Table 3 we also observe that the internalgovernane level for variable IG rises onsiderably in the third period. This is a onsequeneof investors rationally expeting expropriation by managers in the absene of the threat ofinvestors swithing their investment.The intended expropriation rate (IER) onsistently delines in the seond period om-pared to the �rst for all treatments. Also, from the Variable IG treatment we observe thatthis deline in IER in the seond period is aompanied by a deline in internal gover-nane level. This is attributable to the sreening out of exessively expropriating managersin the �rst period. The atual expropriation rate, however, delines with internal gover-nane. This is mostly driven by the mehanial e�et of a higher likelihood of detetion ofexpropriation at higher levels of internal governane. The third period shows an inrease inintended expropriation for all treatments, providing an early indiation that the manager's



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 15intention to expropriate in our experimental setting is driven by strategi onsiderations.The managers who survived the �rst period and expropriated less than others in theseond period are likely to ontinue in the third period. In the next setion, we omparethese surviving managers with non-surviving managers who went bankrupt at the end ofthe �rst period.4.1. Regression Analysis: Managerial ExpropriationWithin the group of managers, di�erenes in expropriating behavior ould bedriven eitherby innate behavioral di�erenes or by strategi onsiderations. Di�erenes in expropriatingbehavior for either reason would be re�eted in a signi�antly lower �rst period IER forSMs, i.e. those who survive to the third period ompared to the IER for NSMs who gobankrupt at the end of the �rst period. In order to examine this, we use an indiatorvariable (DSM) that takes the value of one if the manager is SM and zero if the manageris NSM. We delete from the analysis those few managers who survive the �rst period butgo bankrupt at the end of the seond period beause it is unlear whether these managerswere expropriators who survived the �rst period by hane or non-expropriating managerswho went bankrupt in the seond period by hane. By deleting this set of managers, wehave a less noisy lassi�ation between SMs and NSMs. We investigate whether SMs havesigni�antly di�erent expropriation rates (IER and AER) ompared to NSMs.Regression 1 in Table 4, whih uses the �rst period data from all three treatments,shows that DSM has a signi�antly negative oe�ient, implying that SM's do indeedhave signi�antly lower IER than the NSM's. This result holds whether investors haveaess to internal governane (Variable IG) or there is no internal governane (No IG), asan be observed from the regressions 2 and 3. However, di�erene in internal governanelevels (Igovlev) are not signi�antly assoiated with IER, irrespetive of whether we lookat the ombined data from all treatments (regression 1) or spei�ally at the Variable IGtreatment where investors an hoose the level of internal governane (Regression 2). Thesigns for the oe�ients of Atual Cash Flow (ACF) and managerial ompensation fator



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation16 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.Table 4 Intended (& Atual) Expropriation Rate (SM vis-a-vis NSM)IER AERModel (1) (2) (3) (4)Treatment All VariableIG No IG AllSample FullPeriod 1 FullPeriod 1 FullPeriod 1 FullPeriod 1Constant 0.333***(0.021) 0.404***(0.046) 0.355***(0.030) 0.290***(0.017)ACF -2.30a***(0.717a) -2.78a***(1.01a) -1.93a(1.74a) -0.588a(0.588a)Igovlev -0.039(0.033) -0.075(0.060) � -0.222***(0.027)DBeta -0.059***(0.022) -0.128***(0.034) -0.043(0.034) -0.046**(0.018)DSM -0.170***(0.021) -0.157***(0.030) -0.235***(0.039) -0.136***(0.017)Obs 659 350 172 659Adj R2 0.146 0.127 0.224 0.197F stat 28.07*** 13.67*** 17.46*** 41.47***
∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ denotes p < 0.1, p < 0.05, p < 0.01 respetively. a denotes ×10−5. IG denotesinternal governane. Number inside parenthesis denotes standard error. Refer to Table2 for de�nition of variables.(DBeta is one when ompensation fator, β, is high and zero when low) in both regressions1 and 2 are negative as expeted. They imply that when managerial ompensation is high,either due to high ACF or due to high β, there is less inentive for managers to expropriate.Regression 3 has similar results but the ACF and DBeta oe�ients are not signi�ant. Theresults for atual expropriation (AER) by managers, i.e. regression 4 in Table 4, are exatlysimilar to that of IER, exept that Igovlev has a signi�ant negative impat on AER. Thisis to be expeted, sine a high internal governane level is mehanially designed to detetexpropriation with more e�ay and thereby redue atual expropriation, irrespetive ofthe intended level of expropriation.From Table 4 we �nd that SMs have signi�antly lower expropriation levels than NSMs.This raises the issue of whether SM's lower IER hoie in period one is innately behavioral



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 17Table 5 Intended Expropriation Rate (SM)IERModel (5) (6) (7)Treatment No IG VariableIG AllSample SMPeriods 1-3 SMPeriods 1-3 SMPeriods 1-3Constant 0.078***(0.018) 0.145***(0.038) 0.108***(0.020)ACF -1.86b(2.09b) -1.51b(1.39b) 3.95b(0.804b)IGovlev � 0.004(0.050) 0.028(0.028)DBeta 0.001(0.023) 0.009(0.035) 0.006(0.024)DSeondpd -0.032(0.025) -0.053*(0.029) -0.067***(0.021)DThirdpd 0.119***(0.037) 0.067*(0.042) 0.073***(0.029)Obs 158 355 628Adj R2 0.082 0.014 0.037F stat 4.53*** 2.02* 5.85***
∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ denotes p < 0.1, p < 0.05, p < 0.01 respetively. b denotes ×10−6.Number inside parenthesis denotes standard error. Refer to Table 2 forde�nition of variables.or they are ditated by strategi onsiderations of attrating more apital over a longerperiod. If the low IER hoie is innately behavioral, due to higher psyhi osts of expro-priation or greater other-regarding preferenes, we would expet suh behavior to arrythrough to the third period. However, if the lower IER hoie is ditated more by strategionsiderations, then we would expet a substantial inrease in IER in the third period,sine in the last period there is no further inentive for managers to work towards attratingfuture investments.9Table 5 gives results of regressions for SMs that inlude indiator variables for the seond9Note though that the investors still have the ability to disipline managers by reduing investment inresponse to pereived expropriation.



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation18 Artile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no.and third periods. Regression 5 gives the results in the ase of no-IG; regression 6 in the aseof variable IG and regression 7 inludes all ases. In all these three regressions, it is seen thatthe third period indiator (DThirdpd) shows a positive and signi�ant oe�ient. In e�et,the non-expropriating managers who survived till the third period by expropriating lessin the �rst two periods hange their expropriation behavior and expropriate signi�antlymore in the third period. This is onsistent with strategi behavior whereby the restrainton expropriation during the �rst two periods is driven primarily by a desire to ontinueattrating more apital from investors but when this inentive is removed in the thirdperiod, the expropriation is signi�antly higher. This evidene is inonsistent with innatelynon-expropriating behavior whih would have lead to low expropriation in the third periodirrespetive of external inentives.4.2. Regression Analysis: E�et of Internal Governane on IERWe saw earlier from regressions 1 and 2 in Table 4 that in a pooled sample of all managers,the level of internal governane does not exhibit an assoiation with the hoie of IER.Regressions 8 and 9 in Table 6 show no evidene of any signi�ant e�et of Igovlev onIER in the variable IG ase for SM and NSM respetively. Regressions 10 and 11 use thepooled No-IG and Fixed-IG sample and uses DFixed as an indiator variable for the �xedIG ase where the internal governane level is �xed at 0.5. In this ase, the higher internalgovernane level (DFixed) has negative and signi�ant oe�ients, indiating a deterrenee�et. In ases where investors an alter the governane levels, there is no deterrene e�etbut exogenously �xing a high internal governane level seems to have a deterrene e�et.Moreover, the presene or absene of deterrene e�et does not depend on whether themanager is SM or NSM. Overall, these results indiate that an external regulation might bemore e�etive in reduing expropriation than higher governane levels hosen by investors(or the board on their behalf).5. ConlusionWe use a ontrolled three-period investment game setting to observe the intention by man-agers to expropriate the returns from investment in the presene of internal governane



Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationArtile submitted to Management Siene; manusript no. 19Table 6 E�et of Internal Governane on Intended Expropriation RateIERModel (8) (9) (10) (11)Treatment VariableIG VariableIG No &Fixed IG No &Fixed IGSample SMPeriod 1 NSMPeriod 1 SMPeriod 1 NSMPeriod 1Constant 0.024(0.066) 0.479***(0.059) 0.090***(0.015) 0.356***(0.034)ACF 0.465b(11.6b) -0.509b***(0.147b) -5.16b(5.17b) -19.4b(16.3b)Igovlev 0.078(0.083) -0.089(0.083) � �DBeta 0.047(0.054) -0.185***(0.042) -0.30(0.020) -0.044(0.046)DFixed � � -0.068***(0.018) -0.120***(0.045)Obs 126 224 94 215Adj R2 -0.015 0.098 0.188 0.054F stat 0.35 9.09*** 8.18*** 5.12***
∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ denotes p < 0.1, p < 0.05, p < 0.01 respetively. b denotes ×10−6. Numberinside parenthesis denotes standard error. Refer to Table 2 for de�nition of variables.and market ontrol, in order to experimentally examine two things. First, whether man-agers' deisions are determined by strategi reation or innate behavioral responses in thepresene of expropriation opportunities. Seond, the impat of internal governane (IG)on manager's intention to expropriate. We �nd that managers who survive bankrupty inthe �rst two periods by expropriating less than those who do not survive bankrupty atthe end of the �rst period, nevertheless expropriate signi�antly in the last period. Thissuggests that their deisions regarding expropriation are driven primarily by strategi on-siderations rather than being inherently behavioral. We also �nd that the level of internalgovernane hosen by the investors has little e�et on the intended expropriation rate butan externally imposed internal governane level has a deterrene e�et. Importantly, thisrelationship is similar for both the surviving and non-surviving managers.Our �ndings also have two important poliy impliations. First, given that in this kind of
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e-ompanion to Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation e1
Experiment Instrutions (Variable IG Treatment)This is an experiment in deision-making funded by a researh grant. During the exper-iment you will be alled upon to make some deisions. Your earnings will be determinedby the rules of the experiment, your deisions and the deisions of the other partiipants.During the experiment you will be awarded points whih are in the nature of ExperimentalCurreny Units (ECU). At the end of the experiment your ECU's will be onverted to HK$and you will be paid in ash what you earn.The experiment onsists of a game with multiple periods and eah period has severalidential sub-periods. You will be assigned either the role of an Investor or a Managerin the game. To begin with (in Period 1), eah Investor is mathed with a Manager atrandom by the program. From Period 2 onwards, eah investor SELECTS their manager.In ase a manager is not seleted by any investor, she is delared bankrupt and an nolonger partiipate in the game. In eah sub-period the investor and the manager haveto make ertain deisions (See Figures EC.1 and EC.2 for a sreen shot of the Investor'sand Manager's main window respetively.)Figure EC.1 Sreenshot of Investor Main Window



e2 e-ompanion to Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationFigure EC.2 Sreenshot of Manager Main Window

EC.1. DeisionsEC.1.1. Investment DeisionInvestors are given some ECU's to begin with. At the beginning of period one they deideon how muh of it to invest with the manager. The rest they get to keep as ash in hand.Investments generate a return (termed atual ash �ow or ACF ), where in general higherthe investment level, higher the ACF , where Atual Returns (ACF) = α · Investment
± Unertainty Fator On Returns, where α is average return on investment and will berevealed to you before eah game10.The investor makes earnings at the end of eah sub-period whih gets added to their ash inhand. In the next sub-period, the investor deides on how muh of their total ash balanesto alloate towards investment, where like before the uninvested part is ash in hand.EC.1.2. Internal Governane Deision (Variable IG Treatment)Investors have to also make an Internal Governane deision11. It involves CHOOSING anaudit level, where the investors use audit in order to know the atual return (ACF ). Theaudit level determines the PROBABILITY with whih the investor will be able to KNOWthe atual return (ACF) on their investment. The audit level an be anywhere between10 α was 1.15 in some treatments and 1.30 in others.11 In the experiment, internal governane, de�ned as the probability that expropriation is redued to zero,is denoted as �Audit.�



e-ompanion to Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation e3and inluding 0 and 1.If the audit proess is SUCCESSFUL then the RETURN REVEALED to the investor isequal to the atual return (ACF ), while if the audit proess FAILS then the the RETURNREVEALED to the investor is equal to the manager's reported return (RCF ). The PROB-ABILITY of SUCCESS of the audit proess is diretly equal to the AUDIT LEVEL hosenby the investor.12 The return revealed by the audit proess is termed as audit reportedash �ow (ARCF ). One the audit proess is over, the investor observes both ARCFandRCF . (See Figure EC.3 for a sreen shot of the Investor's audit and investment deision).EC.1.2.1. Internal Governane Deision with Multiple Investors If a manageris seleted by more than one investor, then eah investor hooses an audit level and invest-ment like before. However, the investor who hooses a relatively high level of investmentompared to other investors in the group will have a higher likelihood of their audit levelbeing atually seleted. If an investor's hosen audit level is not seleted then that investoris given the opportunity to hoose a di�erent investment level.Figure EC.3 Sreenshot of Audit and Investment Deision

12 We went through some examples of the audit proess with the subjets.



e4 e-ompanion to Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended ExpropriationEC.1.2.2. Internal Governane Cost Choosing audit is COSTLY. Higher the ho-sen audit level higher the ost, where the audit osts inreases steeply (and not propor-tionally) with inreases in audit level (as an be seen from Figure EC.4).Figure EC.4 Audit Cost

The program provides you with an in built audit ost alulator. The audit osts getsdeduted from the atual returns (ACF ) before earnings are realized for the investor andmanager.EC.1.3. Reporting DeisionOne investment is made, MANAGERS observe the atual ash �ow (ACF) and the auditlevel. They then CHOOSE what to report to the investor as the return (termed reportedash �ow or RCF). The investors do not observe the atual return (ACF). The reportedreturn (RCF) CHOSEN by the Manager an be EQUAL to or LESS than the ACTUALRETURN (ACF ). (See Figure EC.5 for a sreen shot of Manager's reporting deision).EC.2. Manager SeletionAt the beginning of Period 2 and all subsequent periods investors have to selet a manager.They an either RETAIN the one they are urrently mathed with or CHOOSE a NEWone. One a period is ompleted, all investors reeive information about the performaneof all managers in that period. Investors are then expeted to use that information in



e-ompanion to Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation e5Figure EC.5 Sreenshot of Manager's Reporting Deision

order to selet their manager for the next round (See Figure EC.6 for a sreen shot of theinformation that investors reeive about all managers and the manager seletion proess).Figure EC.6 Sreenshot of Manager Seletion Deision

EC.3. EarningsThe manager's share of the returns is determined by the fration β. This will be revealed toyou before the game13. The earnings for the investor and manager depends on the resultsof the audit proess and are alulated in the following way14:1. If ARCF = ACF13 β took the values of 0.05 or 0.15.14 Note audit osts (if any) were deduted from the atual returns before earnings were realized for theinvestor and manager. Also for eah of the two ases desribed below, we went through some atualnumerial examples with subjets.



e6 e-ompanion to Ghosh and Srinidhi: Managerial Intended Expropriation
• Manager Earnings = b. ARCF
• Investor Earnings = (1 - β) ARCF = (1 - β) ACF2. If ARCF < ACF
• Manager Earnings = β ARCF + (ACF - ARCF)
• Investor Earnings = (1 - β) ARCFEC.3.1. Multiple Investor CaseIn ase there are multiple investors mathed with the same Manager then the total investorearnings is �rst determined as desribed before. Then all the investors SHARE the investorearnings in PROPORTION to their SHARE OF INVESTMENT with respet to totalinvestments in the �rm.EC.4. Experiment PreliminariesWe will now take you through the steps to load the program to begin the experiment.One the program is loaded you will play a pratie game to familiarize yourself with thedeisions during the experiment. Your earnings during the pratie games will not ounttowards your atual earnings!Any Questions?
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